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Operating instructions 
 

I. INSTALLATION 
 
The device is only suitable for 12V DC operation!  
 
1. Pull the lever in the lower left corner in the "OPEN" direction. Release the lever by pulling the base 
slightly forward. The base is then pulled forward until it abuts and the fastener snaps into place. 
 
2. Position the paper supply: Press the center button in front of the keypad to open the cover. 
Pressing one of the buttons on the right side of the resulting slot the appropriate paper support jumps 
forward. By pulling the paper tape through one of the notches on the left side of the base, lift the ink 
roller lever and insert the paper between the paper feed rollers as it passes under the printer spindle. 
 
3. Switching on: The 12 V battery. The battery connection cable is plugged into the "+ 12 V-" pins on 
the front of the amplifier. When the power switch is in the "KÉSZEN" [ready/standby] position, the 
instrument shows the battery voltage. After about 1 minute, the switch is set to the "ÜZEM" 
[operation] position. The instrument shows the generator voltage when the button is pressed. In both 
cases, the instrument indicator must be within the band marked in red or green. Plug the transmission 
line, radio cord, and telephone into the appropriate clamp. The potentiometers are set to the maximum 
position. The adjustment cap on the top of the motor is set to "5". When the red key of the keyboard is 
pressed, the pause mark should appear on the paper ribbon for every 4 turns of the drum. In case of 
interference from another station, the setting signal appears in duplicate. 
 
 

II. OPERATING MODES 
 
1. Wired operation: Connect the line to the clamp marked " VEZETÉK" [wire/line]. Set the switch to 

the "VEZETÉK" [wire/line] position. Screw on the control potentiometers. 
 
2. "Modulated radio" mode: Connect the headset connectors of the radio receiver to the "M. R. 

VEVŐ" binding posts, and connect the microphone input of the radio transmitter to the "M. R. 
ADÓ" [transmitter] binding posts. In case of receiving, the mode switch should be in the "M. R. 
VÉTEL" [receive] "(upper) position, in case of transmitting" in the M. R. AD" (center) position. 

 
3. "Hard, radio" mode: If audio frequency signals are received at the output (headset) jacks of the 

radio receiver, the connection should be: Connect the headset connectors of the radio receiver to the 
"M.R. VEVŐ" [receiver] binding posts, and the morse connectors of the radio transmitter to the 
"K.R. ADÓ" [transmitter] binding posts. In case of receiver mode, the mode switch should be in the 
"M. R. VÉTEL" [receive] position, and in the "K. R. ADÁS" position for transmission. 

 
If you receive direct current signals from the receiver radio than they should be connected to the "K. 
R. VEVŐ" [receiver] binding posts. The morse connectors of radio transmitter remain on the" K. R. 
TRANSMITTER " binding posts. In this case, the mode switch is in the (lower) position "K. R. 
ADÁS" [transmission] for both reception and transmission. 




